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Announcements
• My OH: after lecture Tuesdays, including today 
• Teammate search on post @5 

• https://piazza.com/class/kea8s4ktiue4mi?cid=5 
• General course feedback form - also in Piazza 

“Resources” section.   
• https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/

1FAIpQLSfL9WvJAoyKW8crE8rKkScHQAcsw5fJq
Mlj_Miu4TV_s6n2Ew/viewform?usp=sf_link 

• HW2 released tomorrow — annotation mini-project! 
• We’re making it due after the project proposal 
• But you’ll have to start it before then
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Where to get labels?
• Natural annotations 

• Metadata - information associated with text 
document, but not in text itself 

• Clever patterns from text itself
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Where to get labels?
• Natural annotations 

• Metadata - information associated with text 
document, but not in text itself 

• Clever patterns from text itself 
• New human annotations 

• Yourself 
• Your friends 
• Hire people locally 
• Hire people online 

• Mechanical Turk — most commonly used 
crowdsourcing site 

• (For larger/more expensive tasks: Upwork/ODesk)
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https://www.mturk.com/
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Annotation process
• To pilot a new task, requires an iterative process 

• Look at data to see what’s possible 
• Conceptualize the task, try it yourself 
• Write annotation guidelines 
• Have annotators try to do it. Where do they 

disagree? What feedback do they have? 
• Revise guidelines and repeat 

• If you don’t do this, your labeled data will have 
lots of unclear, arbitrary, and implicit decisions 
inside of it 

• [GO TO SPREADSHEET]
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Annotations quality

• Measurement theory from social sciences 
asks about 

• Validity: is it right? 
• Reliability: is it repeatable?

8
[Quinn et al. 2010]
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Validity

• The annotations you got - are they right? 
• Face validity 
• Construct validity 

• Convergent 
• Discriminant 

• Predictive validity
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Reliability
• The annotations you got - are they 

repeatable? 
• How much do two humans agree on labels? 

• Simple quantitative metric!  Next slide. 
• Difficulty of task.  Human training?  Human 

motivation/effort? 
• Goal: get the human performance “upper 

bound” 
• Does human agreement rate represent an upper 

bound for machine performance?
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Measuring agreement rates
• Assume two annotators both judge a set of items 
• Agreement rate: proportion of time two annotators agree 

• i.e., accuracy of one annotator matching the other 
• Chance-adjusted agreement 

• If some classes predominate, raw agreement rate may be misleading  
• Many similar measures for this: Cohen’s kappa, Krippendorff’s alpha, 

etc. 
• Cohen’s kappa
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90 CHAPTER 4. LINGUISTIC APPLICATIONS OF CLASSIFICATION

privacy. In these cases, one solution is to publicly release stand-off annotations,
which contain links to document identifiers. The documents themselves can be re-
leased under the terms of a licensing agreement, which can impose conditions on
how the data is used. It is important to think through the potential consequences of
releasing data: people may make personal data publicly available without realizing
that it could be redistributed in a dataset and publicized far beyond their expecta-
tions (boyd and Crawford, 2012).

Measuring inter-annotator agreement

To measure the replicability of annotations, a standard practice is to compute the extent to
which annotators agree with each other. If the annotators frequently disagree, this casts
doubt on either their reliability or on the annotation system itself. For classification, one
can compute the frequency with which the annotators agree; for rating scales, one can
compute the average distance between ratings. These raw agreement statistics must then
be compared with the rate of agreement by chance — the expected level of agreement that
would be obtained between two annotators who ignored the data.

Cohen’s Kappa is widely used for quantifying the agreement on discrete labeling
tasks (Cohen, 1960; Carletta, 1996),11

 =
agreement � E[agreement]

1 � E[agreement]
. [4.11]

The numerator is the difference between the observed agreement and the chance agree-
ment, and the denominator is the difference between perfect agreement and chance agree-
ment. Thus,  = 1 when the annotators agree in every case, and  = 0 when the annota-
tors agree only as often as would happen by chance. Various heuristic scales have been
proposed for determining when  indicates “moderate”, “good”, or “substantial” agree-
ment; for reference, Lee and Narayanan (2005) report  ⇡ 0.45 � 0.47 for annotations
of emotions in spoken dialogues, which they describe as “moderate agreement”; Stolcke
et al. (2000) report  = 0.8 for annotations of dialogue acts, which are labels for the pur-
pose of each turn in a conversation.

When there are two annotators, the expected chance agreement is computed as,

E[agreement] =
X

k

P̂r(Y = k)2, [4.12]

where k is a sum over labels, and P̂r(Y = k) is the empirical probability of label k across
all annotations. The formula is derived from the expected number of agreements if the
annotations were randomly shuffled. Thus, in a binary labeling task, if one label is applied
to 90% of instances, chance agreement is .92 + .12 = .82.

11 For other types of annotations, Krippendorf’s alpha is a popular choice (Hayes and Krippendorff, 2007;
Artstein and Poesio, 2008).

Jacob Eisenstein. Draft of November 13, 2018.

• [GO TO SPREADSHEET]


